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Inspired by the true story known as the Mekong Massacre--two Chinese commercial vessels are
ambushed while traveling down the Mekong River in the waters of the Golden Triangle, one of the
largest drug-manufacturing regions in the world. 13 sailors are executed at gunpoint, and 900,000
methamphetamine pills are recovered at the scene. Upon discovery, the Chinese government
immediately sends a band of elite narcotics officers led by Captain Gao Gang (Zhang Hanyu) to the
Golden Triangle to uncover the truth behind the murders. Tea field owner and Golden Triangle-based
intelligence officer Fang Xinwu (Eddie Peng) joins the investigation. After it is discovered that the
drugs seized on the Chinese ships had been planted by the henchman of a notorious drug cartel
leader named Naw Khar, the governments of Thailand, Laos, Myanmar and China launch a joint task
force to apprehend the criminal. The road to justice is, however, paved with dangerous and deadly
obstacles. Two Chinese merchant ships were attacked in Mekong river and 13 crews were killed. Thai
policemen found 9 hundred thousand crystal meth on the ships. This new shocked China. Gang Gao,
the leader of Narcotics Corps in Yun Nan province was assigned to lead a special team to Golden
Triangle to investigate. Cooperated with a informer, Fanxin Wu, Gao discovered that 13 crew
member were brutally murdered and framed up. Gao and Wu decided to fight for justice out of China
no matter what it takes. OPERATION MEKONG is another blistering action thriller from Chinese
director Dante Lam, with the definite emphasis on the 'action' quotient. Although overlong, this story
about Chinese special forces battling drug lords in the Golden Triangle, is basically a string of
massive set-piece battles strung together with the usual character melodrama in between. It's a light
and enjoyable thing, occasionally cheesy with the sometimes obvious use of CGI and green screen
effects, but one which gets by regardless thanks to the sheer number of big, bullet-riddled action set-
pieces. There are chases, fights, and shoot-outs throughout, seemingly inspired by the Stallone flick
RAMBO with blood clouds everywhere. The cast is a bit sub-par, with not enough old-timers
(although Ken Lo's turn is a highlight) and a few too many newcomers like the average Eddie Peng,
but the film is designed to offer spectacle and entertainment and that it certainly does. I might don't
know anything about the event in which Operation Mekong based on but what I do know is even
when it a propaganda movie that glorify China about how righteous they are for seeking justice for
their people by turning a foreign country into a battlefield it still a pretty damn awesome movie to be
honest.The characters is likeable and each action set pieces stand out in its own way.The movie is all
for a good 2 hours of braindead action so do not take it seriously a5c7b9f00b 
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